Winston Churchill famously remarked that democracy is the worst form of government, except for all the others. Similarly, in the thin-film community, grazing-incidence smallangle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) is the worst form of characterization with many flaws that make it difficult to interpret, and yet at the same time it is also considered the most powerful technique available for studying nanostructure at surfaces and interfaces. In this issue of IUCrJ, Liu and Yager present an algorithm for simplifying complicated GISAXS data and obtaining the equivalent of transmission SAXS data consistent with the GISAXS results (Liu & Yager, 2018) . Effectively, their 'unwarping' algorithm is a prescription for correcting GISAXS vision into the clear picture viewed by SAXS.
scattering amounts to determining the ratio between the signal from these two channels. Using this ratio and the known separation between the two channels calculated for the refraction from the sample, the scattering from each channel can be calculated from the observed GISAXS pattern. Since either channel could be used to predict the observed GISAXS signal independently, only the correct ratio will result in selfconsistent predictions for the GISAXS pattern from either channel. This procedure converges in just a handful of iterations to the optimal weighting ratio, which in turn yields the best initial trial function for making the overall algorithm computationally efficient.
While GISAXS and SAXS have always been closely related techniques, the unwarping algorithm provides a way to make all the models, methods of data analysis, and data-analysis pipelines developed for SAXS applicable to GISAXS data. While it is expected that the algorithm may break down when treating data from perfect, monodisperse samples illuminated by strongly coherent X-rays, the range of cases where it could be successfully applied is still potentially very large. With its X-ray vision now corrected, the thin-film community should find its progress accelerating.
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